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1. Introduction 

  This is an era of commercial civilization. Everything is unavoidably 

business-related. In this business community, anyone that engage in any 

business fields should follow certain basic business principles; otherwise, the 

market would abandon them. The prosperity of all sectors is derived from the 

vitality and free of the market, including art. In the past, aristocrats had the 

exclusive use of art. Since art was a service for particular people, the artist's 

works were customizable. However, with the development of society, things 

have changed—The masses need art. Market helps art develop better. As a 

result, the role of artists is changing. Kinds of artists appeared, such as 

independent artists. Nevertheless, the art market and society are not very easy 

for them to survive, especially for those independent artists. It is harder for 

them to find suitable resources when they are not that famous. As brand 
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management can be seen as a bridge between business and individuals and 

products, it may be a good way for these artists to market their own works, 

even their future career. Modern and Contemporary artists are not just face the 

order from court and nobles any more; they have to confront the changeable 

market, and their fundamental task is to satisfy the wide range of artistic 

consumer demand from the general public. In the future, there will be’ one 

person, one brand’. Each artist just represents himself or herself. It became 

compulsory homework for every artist to participate in marketing strategy. The 

study is based in existing literature and case studies. It is an efficient way to 

use brand as a tool to help artists develop their own brands. It is a method that 

benefits both artists and art markets, even benefits the society. This paper will 

stipulate the definition and the features of personal brand of artists and explore 

different brand strategies for artists through some cases of brilliant modern 

and contemporary artists. This paper will also emphasize the theories and 

practices of the major strategies.  
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2. Context 

2.1 Artists and Art Markets 

  Customers vote with money is also an affirmation for art. The real 

commercial market should be in line with the guidelines. Its charm lies in the 

briefness and fairness. For instance, when a stranger passes through a store, 

if the things in the store meet his requirement, he would buy the stuff. It does 

work in art markets. 

  Italian Renaissance transformed artists from craftsmen into intellectuals. 

Painters were no longer recompensed for the amount of labour expends as 

craftsmen, but set their own prices that was already taken into account the 

extraordinary technology. This change allowed artists to have the possibility of 

drawing their income to star price, and sometimes they could accumulate 

equal wealth as their patrons. However, as the status enhanced, new 

responsibilities imposed. If the artists are as rich as aristocrats, they should act 

like aristocrats as well. One thing is that they have to look like they are 

dismissive of vulgar things such as income. Therefore, it was a Renaissance 
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tradition that artists could privately and greedily in pursuit of wealth, but they 

could never publicly showed interests in material reward. They were 

considered to work for art's glory, patrons' honour, as well as institutions that 

they serviced. As long as the art market ruled by sponsors, the price of art 

works can be rarely got attention to because it is the result of private 

negotiations between artists and the nobility or the church. In the 19th century, 

a competitive art market was established in Paris. The results of art's auction 

became a hot topic. Some critics began to comment on the effective function 

of the price in this new market context. But artists still acted according to the 

ideals of the Renaissance, and avoided expressing their interest in the 

success of turning arts into economic gains in public. Even in the early 20th 

century, although art market expanded and attract a wider attention, artists 

acted as usual. For example, despite the great public interest in Picasso and 

he became a symbol of modern artists who could attract large audiences, 

people's interest is still concentrated on his great art's creativity as well as his 

numerous love affairs, rarely talking about his great wealth, and even fewer 
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people caring about his smart business strategies that won these wealth. 

2.2 Artists and Brands 

  There is a close relationship between art management and brand 

management. But the separation of art and commerce, which is divided into 

two forms of high and low levels of communication and culture, has a profound 

impact on the way that researchers, cultural critics and consumers look at art. 

The art-centered research method for marketing, brand and customers implies 

traditional reconstruction, recognizing the existence commercial mechanism 

that is intrinsic to art market and the prominent position that brand lies in the 

visual culture, as well as interactions between aesthetics and economics. 

Many old masters are good at operating personal brands. For instance, 

Rembrandt once raised the price of his oil paintings and drawings at auction, in 

order to emphasize his professional reputation. Francis Haskell also 

considered all the huge income of Bernini is based on the same purpose: 

“These high prices are not only made artists' life more comfortable, but also 

has an important symbolic function that they raise the whole art status in the 
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eyes of the world.” 

2.3 Definition 

  “Best’ is a relative concept, depending on the value criteria used to establish 

comparisons and identify the ‘best’”. (Kapferer & Bastien, 2009) Maybe it is not 

very suitable to describe artists and their artworks, but believe it or not, it is the 

rule of art world in commercial times. “Brand history goes back for centuries 

when producers burned (brand from Old Norse – to burn) their mark on 

products they produced. Some sources it links to burning a mark on cattle.” 

(ALJENA, 2013) ‘A brand does in fact act as a genetic programme.’ (Kapferer 

& Bastien, 2009) So does personal brand for artists. According to the special 

characteristics of artists’ personal brand, I think there is a formula to show its 

definition:  

artists’ personal brands= artists + artworks, 

which is similar to personal brand: 

personal brands= celebrities + products 
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 Although personal brand is similar to general business brand, there are some 

differences between them. Ordinary commercial brands sale mass-produced 

homogenization commodity, which meets the demand of homogenization of 

public life. The artists' work does not stop at simple commodity-production 

level, but in cultural creativity to create personalized service. Each piece is 

unique and irreplaceability. 

  The so-called artists’ personal brand is to impress people (individual 

expectations of the audience) with unique impression of the artists, including 

artists’ names, the external images of the artists, the artists’ personalities, the 

artists’ behavior and the resulting association in the minds of others. 

Specifically, an artist who wants to succeed in the market must have his or her 

own brand. One of the external manifestations of brands is the unique style of 

artists’ works and brands own artistic languages. The characteristic of this 

style has its cultural heritage, which could be interpreted by some kind of 

cultural phenomenon. At the same time, this cultural phenomenon is not 

fashion culture, but one that can be traced back in history. 
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  Compared to other personal brands in other areas, personal brands for 

artists have longer and more stable brand benefits. Once the artists’ personal 

brands are established, it is relatively easy to branding and develop them. 

Except for the impact of inexorable factors like wars, the value of artists’ 

personal brands can be preserved. 

3. Elements of Personal Brand Strategy for Artists 

  Artists' personal brand also needs to be created deliberately. Artists' 

personal branding needs following elements: 

3.1 Brand Positioning and Brand Personality 

  Clear brand positioning involves artists’ personal brands’ audiences (artwork 

consumer groups), differentiation characteristics (aesthetic standards of 

artworks) and the value of artists’ personal brands (contents of art history that 

can be summarized). These are deep-seated factors. When an artist personal 

brand is outstanding, very few people will dig its brand positioning behind. 

Continuity and consistency, factors of brands’ vitality, play a key role in the 

durability of artists’ personal brands. In order to maintain artists’ personal 
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brands and develop it into long-lasting brands, artists need to keep 

manufacturing ‘events’ (such as publishing an unprecedented argument) that 

in line with its brand positioning and personality. Brand personality is defined 

formally here as “the set of human characteristics associated with a brand.” 

(Aaker, 1997) 

3.2 Brand Identity 

  Artist's personal brand identity consists of two categories, namely the 

dominant category (the artists’ visual images, personal style of their drawings 

and features of their art works) and recessive category (brand culture and 

brand historical background. 

3.3 Integrated Brand Communication and Promotion 

  After having a clear brand positioning and recognition, the artist brand 

requires broadcast carriers, which usually refers to presentation (e.g. 

exhibitions), type of publication (such as pictures), sales tools (such as 

auctions), the current hot so-called ‘event marketing’ or ‘magic marketing’, is to 

manufacture events and create communications platform. 
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4. Case Study 

4.1 Andy Warhol– ‘an artworks producer’ 

Biography 

  Andy Warhol (see Figure1) was born Andrew Warhola on 6 August 1928 in 

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, the third son of Ondrej and Julia Warhola. Both his 

parents were immigrants from a small Carpatho-Rusyn village in the Presov 

region of Slovakia. Warhol’s father had first immigrated to the United States in 

1907 and married Julia Zavacky in 1909 on one of his return trips to Slovakia. 

(Shanes & Warhol, 2011) 

 
Figure1. Photo credit by ‘ABOUT FACE THEATRE’ 
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Brand Strategy 

  Andy Warhol comprehend the true meaning of brand in Coca-Cola (see 

Figure2), which lead to his creating of a famous statement in The Philosophy 

of Andy Warhol, published in 1975, that  

.. America started the tradition where the richest consumers buy 

essentially the same things as the poorest. A Coke is a Coke and 

no amount of money can get you a better Coke than the one the 

bum on the corner is drinking. All the Cokes are the same and 

all the Cokes are good. (Shanes & Warhol, 2005) 

 
Figure2. Green Coca-Cola Bottles, 1962, photo credits Whitney Museum of American Art, NY 

(Left) / Coca-Cola (3), 1962, photo credits Christie’s (Right)  
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  This sentence just caught the core strategies of one of the world's most 

successful brands. Based on the power of distribution, active consumer 

awareness and emotional connection, Coca-Cola built its unique brand. 

  Long before marketing scholars put forward brand theory, Warhol felt the 

aesthetic characteristics of brands. Warhol's Campbell's Soup Cans series 

(see Figure3) show that brands are about psychology and can be separated 

from their physical purveyor. 

 
Figure3. Campbell Soup Cans, 1962, Synthetic polymer paint on thirty-two canvases, each 

canvas 20 x 16, 50.8 x 40.6 cm, photo credits MoMA 
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Figure4. Marilyn Diptych, 1962, photo credits Tate 

  Andy Warhol preempted celebrities (see Figure4) as his theme - from 

Campbell's soup and Coca-Cola to Marilyn Monroe and Elvis Presley- Warhol 

succeeded in advertising his name and face to the commercial market and 

become a world-famous artist’s personal brand which is widely recognized and 

valued. (Bourdon, 1989) Through his international success, Andy Warhol 

became a major "brand" himself, allowing him to command high prices for his 

prolific output, and amassed a fortune valued at $400 million after his death. 

(Peers 1996). “Mr. Warhol was among the first to point out that we are a 

country united, most of all, by commercialism. He opened our eyes with art. 
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Whether silk-screening soup cans or Marilyn Monroe, he showed us that the 

things we know best and react to most instinctively are those images brought 

to us via mass markets, mass media, and mass production.” (Skenazy, 1987) 

In essence, then, he developed strong brand image and brand equity. By 

introducing his own image that is easy to identify, Warhol, as a link to the artist, 

formed his own style, in marketing his own brand. 

 

Figure5. Photo credit by AFPRelaxnews 

  One interesting thing that I would like to mention here is about the 

similarities and differences between Andy Warhol and Takashi Murakami (see 

Figure5). Takashi is a Japanese artist who is famous in western art world. His 

commercial art style and brand strategy is similar to Warhol’s. Therefore, he is 

known as Eastern “Andy Warhol”. But their art concepts are totally different. 

Andy Warhol often used same art skills and subjects to repeat his artworks, 
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while Takashi always avoided repeating (see Figure6,7,8.). And he considered 

the paradox between commercial and art working is every artist’s responsibility. 

("Takashi Murakami: Art for fighting- Yang Lan one on one", 2012) 

 

Figure6. Photo cedit by Youshink 
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Figure7. Photo cedit by Youshink 

 
Figure8. Photo cedit by Youshink 

4.2 Ai Weiwei – ‘a mysterious political figure’ 

Biography 

  Ai Weiwei (see Figure9) (1957.05.18 --) was born in a country where people 

have less freedom in presenting. He brought up while Mao destroyed 

everything that is ancient and antique in China. (NGV International, 2016) Ai's 

father was the Chinese poet Ai Qing, who was denounced during the 

Anti-Rightist Movement in China. In 1958, when Ai was one year old, the 

family was sent to a labour camp in Beidahuang, Heilongjiang Province, China. 

They were subsequently exiled to Shihezi, Xinjiang in 1961, where they lived 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ai_Qing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anti-Rightist_Movement
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heilongjiang
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shihezi
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for 16 years. Upon Mao Zedong's death and the end of the Cultural Revolution, 

the family returned to Beijing in 1976. From 1981 to 1993, he lived in the 

United States, mostly in New York City. In 1993, Ai returned to China after his 

father became ill. He is a cultural figure of international renown. Ai Weiwei is 

an activist, architect, curator, filmmaker, and China’s most famous artist (see 

Figure12). Open in his criticism of the Chinese government, Ai was famously 

detained for months in 2011, then released to house arrest. (Cooke, 2008) 

 

Figure9.  Photo credit by Gao Yuan 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mao_Zedong
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cultural_Revolution
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Figure10. Photo credit by Ran Meng 

 
Figure11. Photo credit by Ran Meng 
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Figure12. Photo credit by Ran Meng 

Brand Strategy— 

  Through his artworks, I thought Ai Weiwei’s inspirations came from 

traditional Chinese culture (see Figure10.) but he did not think so. “I do not 

have much interest in ancient Chinese architecture, and do not care weather it 

is art collection. But I think this is a very interesting thing, I'd do, and then I did 

it out. I do not care that it is not art. I am not interested in implements; I am not 

interested in ‘the sense of beauty’... I am only interested in personal behavior!” 

Ai Weiwei said. (Wang, 2015)  
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  Ai Weiwei acts like a civil right activist to present Chinese situation. The 

name ‘Ai Weiwei’ has become a Syndrome of Chinese society and 

contemporary art. As individuals, whether you like or know him, you always 

have to suffer various phenomena and controversy of "Ai Weiwei". 

Theoretically, a person’s perspective of "Ai Weiwei" phenomenon, as well as 

his position in the debate, indicates roughly his basic knowledge of Chinese 

and international political and artistic systems. Western mainstream media first 

concern about Ai Weiwei’s political implication. What is the political 

significance? It is not an ordinary rebel attitude. In fact, Ai Weiwei has given his 

middle finger over Tiananmen Square and the White House years ago. It is 

also well known that his company name in Beijing called "Fa Ke" (same 

pronunciation as ‘FUCK’) (see Figure11.). When Ai Weiwei just showed a level 

of avant-garde art anti-establishment, he did not get much attention. But when 

he aimed to target China, he almost won the whole Western focus immediately. 

("艾未未 | 文艺生活周刊 (Ai Weiwei: arts stand at ease)", 2015) It should be 

notice that Ai Weiwei has never been a revolutionary. Compared to other 
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exiled abroad dissidents who have more programmatic position, Ai Weiwei's 

politics are ambiguous. He just kept working on specific social events, but has 

never raised his position to the fundamental question of the political system. 

He is even a human right activist subtly comply with the current system and 

law. Therefore, he can continue to make the Chinese government 

uncomfortable, but do not let the government have a chance to fight back 

openly with political reasons. Actually, that is what mainstream Western 

society wants. Ai Weiwei just provides them for a great theme. We can not say 

Ai Weiwei’s attention transform from art turned to politics, but he shifted it from 

artworks to the media, from exhibition hall to social media scene. The rise of 

the Internet and social media contribute to his change. He is also more aware 

of the fact that his own image and his words have replaced those objects in the 

exhibition hall, which has grown into a new type of art. "Ai Weiwei" has 

become a brand and he is the brand's spokesperson. He has become a 

‘mysterious political figure’. Social media can be seen as a special main part of 

his brand identity.  
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4.3 Cai Guoqiang – ‘an events maker’ 

Biography 

  Cai Guoqiang (1957-)(see Figure13) born in Quanzhou, Fujian, China.  

From 1981 to 1985, Cai studied at the Shanghai Theater Academy Stage 

Design and got Bachelor degree. This experience helped him form his unique 

art style and brand personality.  In 1986 he went to Japan to study in 1995, 

moved to New York today. In October 2001, Cai was  commissioned by the 

Shanghai Oriental TV. He had overall responsibility for APEC’s large-scale 

fireworks landscape design. Currently, Cai has become one of the most 

watched international contemporary artists in the world. (Wang, 2014) 

 

Figure13. Photo by ALLISON MICHAEL ORENSTEIN FOR THE WALL STREET JOURNAL 
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Figure14. Photo credit by Ran Meng 

 

Figure15. Photo credit by Ana Muska 
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Figure16. Photo credit by Ran Meng 

 

Figure17. Photo credit by JJY Photo, courtesy Cai Studio 
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Brand Strategy— 

  Cai Guoqiang is an artist as a topic. He always advocates having personal 

positions. Cai is good at combine Chinese culture with the western as he has 

an international study background. He is good at using gunpowder to express 

his art concept and often create a public event as his art pwor content (see 

Figure 14,15,16,17) 

  Jian Huang，the curator of Shanghai Long Museum, said: ‘Choosing Cai is 

choosing a topic.’ Cai Guoqiang is a artist with multi-cultural background. 

Since the early criticism for his "misappropriation Chinese cultural symbols" 

began, Cai has have to mediate in all the "East-West" discussions. (Wang, 

2014) 
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4.4 Comparison 

Artist Andy 

Warhol 

Takashi 

Murakami 

Ai Weiwei Cai 

Guoqiang 

Nationality Americ

an 

Japanese Chinese Chinese 

Time August 

6, 

1928 – 

Februar

y 22, 

1987 

February 

1, 1962~ 

28 August 

1957~ 

8 December 

1957~ 

Brand 

Strate

gies 

concept 

 

art 

belongs 

to the 

public 

 

 

integrate 

traditional 

Japanese 

art and 

western 

contempo

rary art, 

solve 

contradicti

ons 

between  

commerci

alism and 

art spirit 

  

 

  

 

 

 

present  

Chinese 

situation 

through art， 

civil rights 

activist   

 

 

   

advocate to 

have 

personal 

positions 

Positioning pop art, focus on international national and 
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and 

Personality 

 

commo

n, 

individu

als 

western 

art 

market,  

political and 

art areas 

international

events 

Ident

ity 

Works’ 

conten

t 

films, 

pop 

stars 

cartoon-st

yle 

graphics, 

sex,  

violence 

sensitive 

political 

issues 

domestic and 

foreign 

events 

person

al art 

style 

repeat; 

pop art; 

really 

differen

t 

colours 

avoid 

repeating, 

cute ， 

Hyperplat

y， naive 

individualisti

c style ，  

conceptuali

zation 

combine 

Chinese 

culture with 

western 

culture 

works’ 

elemen

t(s) 

films, 

celebriti

es, 

commer

cial 

product

s 

skulls, 

flowers, 

teenagers 

retrofit  

ready-made

s to create 

concept 

works 

gunpowder, 

blasting ， 

traditional 

Chinese 

elements 

Communicatio

n and 

Promotion 

work 

with 

commer

cial 

brand, 

social 

media 

a series of 

exhibition

s in 

western 

countries, 

event 

creation, 

co-brandi

ng 

social 

media 

event 

creation 
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5. Suggestions on Establishing Personal Brands Strategies for Artists  

5.1 Establish Personal Brands’ Core Values - Unique Positioning 

  Style, as the unique symbol and mature characterization of artists, should be 

relatively stable. It is same as in corporation branding. If the artist's creation 

were always change as he pleases, customers would not be able to grasp the 

style trend. Thus, costumers will not dare to buy artworks, as they are hard to 

accept the fluctuations in the artist's style. They would be lost. Therefore, 

artists should be careful for the changes in their styles. Almost the only 

exception is Pablo Picasso. The conceptual artist always had a clear concept 

of his works before the creation so he did not need to fumble with creation 

process for a screen that he wanted. In this way, when he created a series of 

works, the problem of one art form has been solved. This provides him with 

enough time to conceive of an idea of another topic or solve a problem about a 

new art form. His genius allowed him to handle different styles at different 

times, producing art interest and had impacts on the demand of art market. 

However, the reason why he was able to do so result from his exceptional 
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personal brand power, which can not be imitated. 

5.2 Clarify Audiences 

  In order to market their artwork better, it is necessary for artists to create 

products that adapt to audience’s demand. Some people think the main 

customers of art are the people with wealth and standing. It may be the 

phenomenon caused before twenty century. As the commercial context 

changes, contemporary and modern art are aim to get connections with the 

public. Art is not luxury goods only for the nobles any more, it produces rich 

contents and faces to the general public. People brought up in different 

environments are fond of different art styles. Everyone can enjoy and consume 

art, followed by the different demands for art works. Different artists and their 

works will have impacts in different areas.  

  Contemporary art is one of the important channels that consume social 

wealth. The premise that artworks can ask for high price is that museum 

curators or critics conferred artworks with "aura". It refers to the special context 

that display and render them. Artwork may be useless, but it can also be 
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invaluable. Sometimes it can consume the greatest social wealth. Art shakes 

off the practicability, so its price can be unlimited. The more unpractical things 

are, the more expensive they are. Conversely, the more useful things are, 

cheaper they are. The reason why there is great significance of Damien Hirst's 

diamond "skeleton" precisely is that it is probably the most expensive single 

work of art in human history. It just expresses art is a tremendous consumption 

of social wealth. 

5.3 Build Personal Brand Story 

  Artists should brand their experience. Andy Warhol became the 

representative of American capitalism art; Ai weiwei symbolizes the conflict 

between Chinese and Western political culture; Cai Guoqiang represents the 

fusion of Western culture and art. Murakami was not accepted in his own 

county. But when he is famous in New York, his works then become popular in 

Japan. Takashi Murakami strengthened and spread his brand and works’ 

concepts through a series of roving exhibitions. He established his 

international status of ‘chief translator’ for Japanese culture. 
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  The build of artists’ personal brand stories can centres on the ‘Twelve 

Prototypes’ in brand marketing theory. These 12 prototype: Ultimate Force, 

Siren, Hero, Anti-hero, Creator, Change Master, Power Broker, Sage, Loyalist, 

Mother Goddess, Trickster, Enigma. Many outstanding artists proved this 

theory. Picasso’s super exquisite painting techniques and extraordinary 

imagination have a sense of supernatural force. He is the incarnation of 

‘Ultimate Force’. The humor and fun of Jeff Koons’s works give him "Trickster" 

qualities. Duchamp is enigmatic so he is a ‘Enigma’. Damien Hirst's maverick 

and insolent defiance makes him become the typical of ‘Anti-hero’. These most 

successful conceptual artists’ brand images are actually very clear. Their 

brands’ information is straight to the point and to the heart of audiences. 

5.4 Event Marketing 

  ‘Event marketing’ or ‘magic marketing’, is to manufacture events and create 

communications platform. “The activity of designing or developing a themed 

activity, occasion, display, or exhibit (such as a sporting event, music festival, 

fair, or concert) to promote a product, cause, or organization. Also called 
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event creation.” (event creation', n.d.) The communication between artists 

and the public should be an ‘integrated marketing communication’. According 

to marketing experts Schultz's theory, the key to ‘Integrated Marketing 

Communications’ is to establish a prominent and integral brand personality in 

order to help consumers can distinguish the differences between this brand 

and other competitive brands. The key is to ‘speak with one voice’. For artists’ 

personal brand, ‘Integrated Marketing Communication’ includes the integration 

of communication content and resources, which builds a good "brand - 

customer" relationship. The communications between Andy Warhol and others 

and the public all have reached the "Integrated Marketing Communications" 

effect. 

5.5 Co-Branding 

  Artists’ cooperation with famous commercial brands or luxury brands is a 

effective way to strengthen their own personal brands. It is also an artist's 

personal brand endorsement. Sometimes, they can build co-brands. This 

strategy benefits both artists and commercial brands. Besides the successful 
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cooperation between Takashi Murakami and Louis Vuitton, Chinese artist Ding 

Yi designed "cross" scarf for Hermes, which disseminates his abstract creative 

ideas world wide and gains his works in value; Chanel's Art Mobile project of a 

removable and detachable museum was finished by the Palestinian female 

architect Zaha Hadid; in the exhibition of Cartier Foundation for Contemporary 

Art, Cai Guoqiang blasted on Issey Miyake clothes with gunpowder, which 

leaving some special beautiful pattern texture on the T station-show clothes. 

6. Conclusion 

  Brand management and art management may seem to be paradoxes, but 

one of art charms is to fight between commercialism and pure art spirit. Then, 

trying to find a solution of it. It is also art workers responsibilities. The 

development stage of the social history of modern art discussed in the paper is 

also a history about commercial art revolution. Now, people can put your own 

video work on YouTube；you can spread your own photographs and electronic 

artworks worldwide instantly through the micro blogging. Means of mechanical 

reproduction of artworks are faster, but their costs are lower. Art that was 
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originally worshiped in the temple has been requested under the altar and 

turned into the public's plaything. Since everyone can make art, and can 

spread it rapidly through the network at low cost, art has turn into 

popularization and fun civilians. Thus, it will be more difficult for artists to 

create their own personal brands in the future; artists’ personal brand 

management strategies will be more advanced and surprisingly. However, the 

aim of the artists’ personal brand management and art marketing is always the 

same. That is, with their special life experiences to create the most unique 

visual experience, and communicate deeply with the overwhelming majority of 

the public. 
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